Enhancement of Estuary and
Ecological System

Strategies
Terraced Tidal Flats
at Sea Walls
Floating Wetlands
in Tidal Shallows

The demands to be met are many:

The possibilities for creating a better city are many:

1. Rising sea levels, temperature rise and increasing storm intensity due to climate change

6. Inspired, aesthetic and humane urban landscapes and garden environments

2. More robust storm surges and coastal flood potential

7. Cultural, educational, and scientific facilities and study areas

3. Increased population in NYC needing the benefits of natural systems.

8. Increased recreational and traditional park areas

4. Increased need for soft path servicing, ecological treatment of wastewater and passive

9. General raising of the city’s profile as a place of urban ecological adaptation and climate

water quality improvement methods.

change mitigation

5. Need for increased natural bio-diversity and re-establishment of wetland habitats.

10. Increased real estate possibility in previously under valued or contaminated areas
11. Less reliance of fossil fuel based water treatment and storm water management

Upland Ecological
Restoration

12. Increase desirability of small scale and diverse water based transportation options

New York Harbor
To transform the harbor and estuaries to meet the changing demands
of the coming decades and to offer a richer and more ecologically
integrated urban environment will require planning approaches that
employ various strategies and support interventions at multiple
scales.
Ecological enhancement should be incremental and
opportunistic, allowing for the testing of ideas and the
development of different localized landscapes. Sitespecific project developments will allow for the
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Navigational Dredging Policy should be made to concentrate maritime
industry and shipping at critical zones. The overall amount of
channelization should be reduced to support functioning navigational
routes and maintain active berths (with an allowance for expanding
maritime activity as a transportation alternative.) Channelization and
navigational dredging should incorporate environmental cleanup of
contaminated waterways and not be maintained simply because it
has been the historical prerogative.
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Terraced Tidal Flats at Sea Walls

Upland Ecological Restoration

Floating Wetlands in Tidal Shallows

This Ecological restoration strategy calls for the re-

Critical to wetland ecology is the diverse plant life that takes

Strategies for upland ecological restoration propose to incrementally re-

Upland development should also consider

The floating bio-mat proposal envisions

programming of some sections of the hardened shorelines.
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shore habitats of the tidal wetlands. This proposed strategy

location. This process necessitates experimentation, site-
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involves building stepped tidal flats along sea walls that are
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limited exchange of water leave a stagnant

mats, are secured with cables to submerged

reduce erosion, stabilize sediment and remove nitrogen.

no longer used for navigation.
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Restoration of Little Hells Gate

Newtown Creek

Little Hell Gate

Newtown Creek, the most extensive of the East River estuaries, was

In 1934 Robert Moses ordered the area

designated a Superfund site in 2010. The toxic legacy and the limited

between Ward’s Island and Randall’s Island,

exchange of oxygen and water in the upper reaches and tributaries of the

a channel known as the Little Hell Gate,

Envisioned along the monumental sea wall of the Lower

Newtown Creek leave a stagnant winding channel that offers little hope of

Hudson River, the stepped forms of the new architecture

ecological restoration.

Detail of Hudson River Tidal Steps

Hudson River Tidal Steps

create an essential topography of changing depths and

Hudson River Floating Island

Oyster Bay Restoration

Hudson River floating island

Communipaw Cove (Oyster Salt Marsh)

filled to increase the area of playing fields

The floating wetlands could be used as a

Communipaw Cove is one of the few remaining tidal salt marshes

in the then developing Ward’s Island sports

supplemental or alternative strategy at sea

within the Hudson Raritan Harbor Estuary. Currently located within

park. The wetlands between Randall’s

walls no longer being used for shipping.

Liberty State Park, these tidal flats once supporting vast oyster beds

multiple shelves, where aquatic and terrestrial life interact.

The upper reaches of Newtown Creek, from the English Kills to Whale Creek,

Island and the Bronx, The Bronx Kills, were

These could be used alone (as shown) or

that were a major source of protein to the indigenous populations

The new landscape increases the amount of green space

is best treated by a protocol of remediation and then filled and converted

also channelized. The modern area of the

in combination with terraced tidal flats.

and early New Yorker’s. The oyster flats were progressively cleared

and enhances the naturalized aesthetic of what is becoming

to green space. Below the filed area, in and around the Newtown Creek

obscured Little Hell Gate remains a low-

The floating islands offer the advantage

and in-filled as the area developed into a transportation hub for

lower Manhattan’s most important park and open space.

Water Pollution Control Plant, smaller wetland features can be developed.

lying area and an under utilized part of

that they can be deployed with minimal

the Central Railroad of New Jersey. The proposal for Communipaw

This progression of upland green space to wetland to river would allow some

the park, and the adjacent Ward’s Island

hard infrastructure, could be seen as an

Cove tidal shallows is to deploy floating bio-mats, allow and promote

preservation of the water feature (in closer proximity to the tidal currents

Water Pollution Control Plant. The area of

interim solution to increase marshland and

passive island making and the gradual growth and health of an

of the East River), would provide green space in a bleak post industrial

the old waterway is now used for primarily

sea grass habitat and could be removed

ecosystem that can once again support aquatic species.

landscape and would save environmental restoration funds for more

for parking and minor structures. The

if maritime operations needed to reclaim

important and productive objectives.

restoration of the Little Hell Gate proposes

shoreline frontage.

to open the channel and establish wetlands
Hudson River Tidal Steps
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along the shore and at the eastern mouth of
the channel.

